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Abstract Multimedia data storage is a critical is�

sue in relation to the overall system�s performance

and functionality� This paper studies a multimedia

document application which e�ectively guides data

placement towards improving the quality of presen�

tation of multimedia data� Several storage policies

are proposed� towards better response and service

times� Multimedia data dependencies� access fre�

quencies and timing constraints are used to guide

the storage policies under a certain representation

model� The proposed placement policies are based

on the simulated annealing algorithm and an ex�

tended improved version of the typical simulated an�

nealing approach is presented� Experimentation re�

sults are presented and their impact on the total sys�

tem�s performance is commented and evaluated�
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� Introduction

Multimedia data consist of various objects such
as text� image� video and graphics �multimedia
objects�� which need to be synchronized and
meet certain timing requirements� Physical
storage of multimedia objects is a demanding
and challenging problem due to the two prin�
cipal constraints of multimedia data� namely
size and timing� Representation models for
multimedia data have been devised in order
to represent the temporal relations among ob�
jects and specify the times at which discrete

events occur� In ��� �� a classi	cation of the
representation models� based on the notion of
time is presented and the identi	ed categories
are
 the interval�based and the constraint�based
models� A number of di�erent representation
approaches have been also introduced in ��� ��
and they are classi	ed into three other cate�
gories
 Graph Models� Petri�Net models and
Object�Oriented Models� Furthermore� another
timeline model is proposed in ��� which cap�
tures users interactivity on a set of multimedia
documents�

Multimedia data are characterized by their
timing constraints and their large storage re�
quirements� Tertiary storage subsystems are
quite appropriate to accommodate these data
due to their large capacity and low cost� In
��� data placement policies on di�erent tech�
nology tape libraries have been implemented�
An optimal arrangement of cartridges and 	le�
partitioning schemes are examined in ���� un�
der a Carousel type mass storage system where
organ�pipe arrangement is shown to be opti�
mal� Furthermore� in ���� information place�
ment schemes are considered based on three
distinct models which correspond to three mid�
range magnetic tape systems�

For the determination of the best storage
policies we will use one of the simplest� yet
powerful random search techniques for com�
binatorial optimization� namely the Simulated
Annealing �SA� algorithm ���� ���� In litera�
ture various versions of the SA algorithm have



been presented for handling complicated op�
timization problems� Our proposed approach
aims in the implementation of an improved ver�
sion on the typical SA approach customized in
our problem� the storage of multimedia data�
The structure of the remainder of the paper

is organized as follows� In Section � the pro�
posed representation model is introduced� The
considered placement algorithms are presented
in Section � where the typical simulated an�
nealing as well as the improved version of the
simulated annealing algorithm are described in
detail� Section � includes the experimentation
and the corresponding results� Finally� future
work topics are discussed in Section ��

� Multimedia Data Repre�

sentation

A multimedia application is based on the
interaction and interconnection of multimedia
objects� The user�client� in the considered
multimedia applications� navigates �in an in�
teractive way� through several multimedia ob�
jects which correspond to a set of Physical Ob�
jects� A set of various data �items� �called
physical objects� are displayed at speci	c time
intervals in a multimedia data stream� These
data items are involved at speci	c time inter�
vals in a multimedia data stream� they can be
of di�erent types and we store them in a stor�
age medium as distinct physical entities �such
as 	les or blocks�� Thus�

De�nition � � A multimedia object is de	ned
as a set of tuples 


MultimediaObject �

f�mo�� s�� e��� �mo�� s�� e��� � � � � �mon� sn� en�g

where moi represent the identity of the mul�
timedia object i�th physical stored entity and
si�ei are the start and the ending times �respec�
tively� of the i�th entity involved in a particular
multimedia object�

De�nition � � Physical Object is a speci	c
data type entity which corresponds to a physi�

cal storage unit� A Physical Object may be in�
volved in one or more multimedia objects and
it is characterized by its start and end times
speci	ed with respect to the multimedia object
they belong to�

The graph model is considered as quite ap�
propriate to represent both multimedia data
and the overall access pattern among di�er�
ent multimedia objects� A user �moves� from
one object to another and this navigation can
be captured by arcs in a directed graph the
nodes of which correspond to distinct multi�
media objects� The multimedia data represen�
tation model is based on the idea presented
by the authors in ���� ��� and here the model
considers a further representation analysis for
each one of the nodes� The internal structure
of each node is represented by a tree�like struc�
ture which is based on the concept of the time�
line representation models� The two represen�
tation levels of our model are shown in Figure �
and they are described below in further detail�

� External level � users interaction can be
represented by using the browsing graph
as a �map� of places �multimedia objects�
visited by the user� The Browsing Graph
is a directed graph G � �M�A� where
M � f�� �� � � � � kg is a set of k nodes cor�
responding to k multimedia objects and A
is a set of directed edges connecting spe�
ci	c pairs of M � Each node in the brows�
ing graph corresponds to a multimedia ob�
ject itself� while the directed arcs repre�
sent the relationships among the various
nodes �based on the idea of ����� Any
Browsing Graph can be uniquely de	ned
by the so�called transition matrix which
is a �k � k� matrix of access or transi�
tion probabilities � where by P �i� j� � pij �
�i� j�f�� �� � � � � kg� we denote the proba�

bility of accessing node j from node i at
a single step� It is obvious that the model
we assume is a homogeneous Markov chain
since the transition probabilities are time�
independent� The notion of the �system�
in the Markov chains terminology stands
for the users actions while the �states� of
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Figure �
 Graph�Tree Representation

the system are the multimedia objects or
the nodes of the graph� It is also clear
that the transition matrix P is a stochas�
tic matrix� i�e� its elements are either zero
or positive and its row sums are all ones�
that is

Pk
j�� pij � � for all i� Since

P is the transition matrix of a homoge�
neous ergodic Markov chain� there is a
unique vector f � �f�� � � � � fk�� such that
limk�� P k � f ��� ���

De�nition � � The row vector
f � �f�� � � � � fk�� where

Pk
i�� fi � � and

fP � f or fj �
kX

i��

fiP�

for j � �� �� � � � � k

is called vector of access frequencies of the
video objects �� � � � � k and its elements pro�
vide metrics to identify the popularity of
each video object involved in the browsing
graph�

� Internal level � At this level each node
of the external level is further analyzed�
A multimedia object can be considered as
a collection of physical objects �i�e� stor�
age units�� Each physical object is con�
sidered as the storage object itself� and
storage objects might have variable sizes
and durations� Based on the idea pre�
sented in ��� and ���� a timeline object
oriented approach is adopted in order to
represent a single node of the external
browsing graph� We introduce the Time
Segment Tree model which allows us to
emerge all the necessary temporal infor�
mation needed to specify the synchroniza�
tion constraints among the physical ob�
jects in a single multimedia object� The
model is a timeline model because the
starting and ending times of the physical
objects displays are de	ned with respect
to the absolute time of the speci	c mul�
timedia object they belong to� The Time
Segment Tree is a tree�like structure con�
sisting of physical objects placed on the



tree leaves� while their relations are indi�
cated in internal nodes to specify the tem�
poral relations between their child nodes�

It is obvious that a criterion should be
adopted to �guide� the placement of the physi�
cal objects on the storage subsystem as follows


De�nition � � The popularity of physical ob�
ject x in the Graph�Tree representation model
is de	ned by

pop�x� �
kX

i��

fi � nrix

where fi is the frequency of access �De	nition
�� and nrix is the number of object x playouts
in node i� It is obvious that the higher the fre�
quency of access of a physical object the more
popular this object is�

� Multimedia Data Place�

ment Algorithms

Tertiary storage systems �tape libraries in par�
ticular�� are quite appropriate to accommo�
date voluminous multimedia data as they are
characterized by high storage capacity� Recent
technological advances have reduced the seek
and service times of these devices and thus they
can be seriously considered as an active part of
the storage hierarchy �even in the case of mul�
timedia data where certain timing constraints
are imposed�� Our data placement problem is
to store N physical objects onto T tapes� We
perform placement on tapes with Z zones� The
considered data placement algorithms are of
two main categories 
 Constructive placement
and Iterative improvement placement�

��� Constructive Placement Algo�
rithms

In the proposed storage policies the popularity
of physical entities is the main criterion which
guides the data placement� The main construc�
tive placement algorithms are organ�pipe and
camel� The organ�pipe and camel placement

policies implemented within a tape consisting
of Z zones are summarized as follows 

Organ�Pipe Placement

�A� Place the most popular object on the

middle zone �Z��� of the tape

�B� Allocate the next two popular objects

on either side of the middle zone

�C� Go to �B� until all objects are placed�

Camel Placement

�A� Divide the tape into two consecutive

tapes consisting of �Z��� zones

�B� Implement Organ�Pipe placement on the

two consecutive tapes �alternatively�

�C� Go to �B� until all objects are placed�

��� The typical Simulated Annealing
�SA� Approach

Consider an arbitrary 	nite set �� called
the solution space and an arbitrary function
C 
 � � R� called the cost function C�S� � �
for every S � �� Our aim is to 	nd a global
minimum of C in �� The SA algorithm gen�
erates a random sequence Sn � � of feasible
solutions which tends to converge as n � ��

The search begins from an arbitrarily chosen
initial solution Sini � � and proceeds by gener�
ating and testing a sequence of solutions� each
obtained as a random perturbation of the pre�
ceding one� The term �perturbation� means
the move of the algorithm from any current
solution S to a neighbor Stry through prede�
	ned legal operations� As search proceeds� any



T0 : Starting condition value;

R:Reduction Value for the condition ( 0 <R < 1)

I : Number of perturbations (if no improvement of Sbest occurs )

Sini� initial Placement ( randomly selected ) ;

T = T0 ; S = Sini ; Sbest = Sini ;

Repeat while STOP = False ( Conditional loop )

STOP = True ; POINTER = 1

Repeat while POINTER � I ( Perturbation loop )

Stry = S

C = C(S )

Stry = perturb ( S )

DC = C ( Stry ) - C ( S )

if ( DC < 0 ) then

S = Stry ( accept the improvement )

STOP = False

else

p = exp ( - DC/T )

u� random number in U( 0,1 )

if ( u < p ) then

S = Stry ( accept the wosrening )

STOP = False

end if

end if

if ( C ( Stry ) < C ( Sbest ) ) then

POINTER = 1

Sbest = Stry

else

POINTER ++

end if

end repeat

if ( STOP == False )

T = T � R

end if

end repeat

Figure �
 The general structure of the SA Algorithm

time a perturbation of the current solution S

leads to an improvement of the cost function�
�i�e� if C�Stry� � C�S��� it is accepted as the
basis for the next perturbation�On the other
hand� if a perturbation of the current solution
leads to a worsening �i�e� if C�Stry� � C�S���

it is accepted with probability p � exp
�
��C

T

�

where � �C � C�Stry�� C�S� and T is an al�
gorithm parameter called �temperature�� The
temperature is gradually reduced during the
process� through a decreasing sequence Tnsuch
that Tn � � called the cooling schedule� The
algorithm continuously keeps record of the best
solution and the random walk passed from and
this is denoted by Sbest After a prede	ned num�
ber of perturbations in a standard temperature
without improvement of Sbest� the temperature
is lowered according to a cooling schedule and
the search continues� The most common cool�
ing schedule� the so�called exponential� is de�

	ned by Tn�� � Tn � R� where � � R � � is
a reduction factor� usually close to one� The
algorithm needs also a stopping criterion� so
we usually agree to terminate the search when
after a prede	ned large number I of perturba�
tions at a standard temperature no improve�
ment of the current solution occurs� On ter�
mination of the process� the solution Sbest is
reported as optimal�
The solution space of our data place�

ment problem is the set of all possible
permutations of the N physical objects
fPO�� PO�� ���� POng� As cost of each permu�
tation P we considered the expected service
time �EST� de	ned by the formula


EST �S� �
NX
i��

NX
j��

pop�i�pop�j��sjsrate � tj trate�

where i�j refer to the current head location
�i� towards the requested location �j�� No�



tice that sj and tj are the number of bytes to
search and transfer �respectively�� while srate
and trate are the search and transfer rates �re�
spectively�� Finally� N refers to the total num�
ber of storage entities� Therefore� the simu�
lated annealing placement commences with an
initial placement determined by a constructive
placement procedure and is repeatedly modi�
	ed in search for cost reduction� The general
structure of the algorithm �as it is implemented
for the speci	c data placement problem� are
shown in Figure �� The initial placement can
follow either one of the constructive placement
methods �camel� organ�pipe placement� � or a
random policy� Another important issue is the
perturbation function followed since this func�
tion will rearrange the physical objects within
the tapes� Three perturbation functions have
been implemented on our model 


�� Circular Shift � CS 
 The perturbation
function moves POn to the position of the
tape currently occupied by PO� while for
every i �� n POi is moved to the position
of POi���

�� Single Random Selection � SRS 
 a physi�
cal object is selected randomly and moved
to a random location on the tape� the rest
of the objects are moved and placed after
the chosen object� If current placement is
�PO�� � � � � POk��� POk� POk��� � � � � POn�
and we select object POk to be moved
to position �� we get the permutation
�POk� PO� � � � � POk��� POk��� � � � � POn��

�� CS � SRS 
 a combination of Circular shift
and Single Random Selection where at
each iteration either Circular Shift or Ran�
dom Selection is implemented with equal
probability for each one�

��� An Improved Version of the Sim�
ulated Annealing

Here we proposed an improvement SA ap�
proach which is based on the idea of ��� such
that the SA algorithm is repeatedly executed
for a pre	xed number of times Ntotal� The to�
tal number of trials is distributed to blocks of

equal length Nblock � When a block of trials is
executed� the process checks which is the min�
imum service cost up to that point and calcu�
lates its relative frequency fbest in the speci	c
block� Then� fbest is compared with a prede�
	ned �small� probability level � � flow � ��
If fbest 	 flow � the values of the parameters
I and R �presented in Figure �� are increased
and the search continues with the next block�
If flow � fbest� the search proceeds to the
next block with the same parameters� Every
B blocks� i�e� every B Nblock repetitions of
the SA algorithm� the process calculates the
relative frequency f�best of the best design up
to that point and makes a comparison with a
�large� probability level � � fhigh � �� In case
f�best � fhigh� the procedure stops and the best
placement found is reported� Since the param�
eters I and R are continuously increased� the
process becomes gradually slower� It is there�
fore necessary to 	x reasonable initial values
to the procedures parameters to restrict the
duration of the process�

� Experimentation � Results
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We have run various experimentations un�
der workloads for zoned tapes since they are
widely used and they tend to replace PBOT
tapes� Numerous sets of requests were gen�
erated in order to evaluate the previously de�
scribed placement schemes� based on the idea
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�Seek Time�

of the simulated annealing algorithm and they
are compared to random placement� The ar�
ti	cial workload of the video objects has been
generated as follows 
 the total number of the
physical objects of the pool increases with the
number of nodes of the browsing graph� the
number of physical objects each node contains
is uniformly distributed between � and the to�
tal number of objects in the pool� each physical
objects size varies from some hundreds of KB
to hundreds of MB� It is obvious that the to�
tal size of multimedia objects is equivalent to
the size of real multimedia data� Simulation
results refer to both seek and service time and
the workload was generated such that a large
percentage of the total tape space is occupied�
More speci	cally� for storage systems contain�
ing small number of tapes ��� � tapes� ������

SRS; Random Initial Placement
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of the total available storage capacity is oc�
cupied� This percentage inevitably decreases
when the number of tapes increases� as the
workload is constant� This approach allowed
experimentation on the systems performance
when the stored objects are either scattered
among the available tapes or stored on a small
number of them�

Figures �� �� � and � compare the service and
seek time values resulted by the implementa�
tion of simple and improved simulated anneal�
ing as well as random placement� under spe�
ci	c rearrangement functions and initial place�
ment algorithms and for a storage system with
a varying number of tapes �� � � ����� Improved
simulated annealing proves to be more bene	�
cial than simple simulated annealing� Figures
� and � show the improvement rates of the
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implementation of simulated annealing�based
placements in comparison to random place�
ment� These diagrams show that the improve�
ment rates of service �seek� time of the sim�
ple SA algorithm reach ��� ����� respectively�
while the corresponding improvement rates for
the ISA algorithm are ��� ������

� Conclusions � Future Work

This paper considers a timeline model for mul�
timedia objects representation towards e�ec�
tive data storage� The proposed model con�
siders two representation levels such that the
external is supported by a structure called the
Browsing Graph and the internal level is based
on a time�segment tree structure that repre�
sents each multimedia object separately� The
physical object is a term used to guide an ini�
tial storage policy which is appropriately mod�
i	ed by the proposed SA and ISA algorithms�
Experimentation results have indicated that
both SA and ISA show signi	cantly bene	cial
performance as compared to the random place�
ment whereas most of the ISA experimentation
cases prove to be more advantageous than the
corresponding SA in terms of both seek and
service times�
Further research could extend the proposed

model to implement the SA algorithm under a
di�erent criteria for perturbations acceptances
and�or under a di�erent cost function C��

which as an example could be based on the spe�
ci	c workload� An extension of the algorithm
to adapt another optimization idea based on
all implementations of ��� is currently under
development�
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